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Renowned Fashion Blogger Chastity Garner of Garner Style Releases Her First Book

Chastity Garner of Garner Style Announces the Release of Her First Book "The Curvy Girl's Guide to Style
Vol. 1". The first in a series of books designed to give women a crash course in personal style.

April 13, 2010 - PRLog -- The Curvy Girl's Guide to Style Vol. 1 is a fashionista's guide to having fabulous
style at any size. The book explores several areas of style that the average curvy girl struggles with.
Chapters in the book include "Know Your Body", "10 Essentials for the Curvy Girl's Wardrobe" and
"Girdles, Foundations, and Brassieres, Oh My!". That combined with a little humor, a dash of tough love
and a whole lot of style makes this book a curvy girl's must have. Garner says, "I want to inspire the girl
who wants to be fabulous, the girl who wants to turn heads and wants to be breathetaking on a daily basis."

 

A native of Brunswick, GA, Chastity Garner gained a Master of Public Administration Degree from
Kennesaw State University. In 2005, while attending graduate school in Atlanta, she became a signature
model for JIBRI plus sizes. The experience opened up a world of fashion beyond her imagination. Due to
the misfortune of a major knee injury, her days on the runway had to end, but her passion for fashion still
burned strong. She started "Garner Style" to offer image consulting services that catered to plus size women
as well as the boutiques that served them. After styling many high profile clients and being asked a
multitude of questions about style for the plus size woman, "The Curvy Girls Guide to Style" blog was born
so she could share reviews of plus size fashions and give style advice to women all over the world. 

 
After the rising popularity of "The Curvy Girl's Guide to Style" blog, Garner has had the privilege of
interviewing highly recognizable plus size fashion mavens such as Ashley Falcon of Marie Claire Magazine
and famed model, Velvet D’Amour.  Garner has also been asked to be a guest writer for companies such as
Dorothy Perkins and Skorch Magazine. She has also recently started writing for The Examiner, The Dallas
Plus Size Edition. Writing a book just seemed like the next natural progression for Garner. Garner says, "I
want to help the curvy girl that may not know where to begin or who just needs a little inspiration to get to
her individual style destination."

"The Curvy Girl's Guide to Style Vol. 1" will officially be released on May 1, 2010 and will be available to
purchase online at Amazon.com or directly from Garner Style.

For additional information on Chastity Garner:

http://garnerstyle.blogspot.com
http://www.garnerstyle.com
 

To purchase "The Curvy Girl's Guide to Style Vol. 1":
http://www.amazon.com
http://garnerstyle.blogspot.com
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Wholesale Purchase Inquiries
TCGGTS@garnerstyle.com
  

Media Contact: 
Nikole Black
Email: nblack@garnerstyle.com
(include company info, media outlet and contact information) 
 
Review Copies and Interviews Available

--- End ---
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